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FECCA AT A GLANCE 2015–16

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE DO

FECCA is the peak, national body representing
Australians from culturally and linguistically
diverse backgrounds. FECCA’s role is to
advocate and promote issues on behalf
of its constituency to government and
the broader community.

At the heart of FECCA’s work is promoting
multiculturalism, embodied in equitable
policies and non-discriminatory practices
for all Australians, regardless of their cultural,
linguistic, ethnic or religious background.
Towards this end, FECCA strives to ensure that
the needs and aspirations of various cohorts
of Australia’s culturally and linguistically diverse
population are heard by policy and decisions
makers, as well as the broader public.

We work to promote fairness and
responsiveness to our constituency in the
delivery and design of government policies
and programs. We promote multiculturalism
as a core value that defines what it means
to be Australian in the 21st century.

FECCA held its Executive Meeting in Canberra on Saturday 14 and Sunday 15 May 2016, where both executive and staff came together
to report on the progress made in the sector and plan for the next year. We were also pleased to be joined by The Salvation Army’s
National Secretary, Lieutenant Colonel Samuel Pho, and The Freedom Partnership- to End Modern Slavery’s National Policy and
Advocacy Coordinator, Heather Moore, to discuss our collaborative efforts to end the exploitation of migrant workers.
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FECCA EXECUTIVE

MEMBERSHIP
Australian Capital Territory

Joseph CAPUTO OAM JP,
Chairperson

ACT Multicultural Council Incorporated

Eugenia GRAMMATIKAKIS,
Senior Deputy Chairperson

New South Wales

Tina KARANASTASIS,
Senior Deputy Chairperson

Ethnic Communities’ Council of NSW
Multicultural Council of Illawarra
Multicultural Council of Griffith
Multicultural Council Wagga Wagga
Young & District
Multicultural Association

Northern Territory
Multicultural Council of the
Northern Territory

Sam AFRA,
Hon Secretary
(to November 2015)
Siddique PANWALA,
Hon Treasurer
(from November 2015)
Yogan SATHIANATHAN,
Hon Treasurer
(to November 2015)

Queensland
Ethnic Communities
Councils of Queensland
Ethnic Communities Council of Logan
Multicultural Communities
Council Gold Coast
Townsville Intercultural Centre

South Australia
Multicultural Communities’ Council
of South Australia

Tasmania
Multicultural Council of Tasmania

Victoria
Ethnic Communities’ Council of Victoria
Diversitat
Ballarat Regional Multicultural Council
Ethnic Council of Shepparton & District
Gippsland Ethnic Communities’ Council
North East Multicultural Association

Western Australia
Ethnic Communities’ Council
of Western Australia

Pino MIGLIORINO,
Hon President
Mithun ALEXANDER,
Deputy Chair / ACT MC President
Peter DOUKAS,
Deputy Chair / ECC NSW Chair
Eddie MICALLEF,
Deputy Chair / ECCV Chairperson
Kevin KADIRGAMAR,
Deputy Chair / MCNT President
(from December 2015)
Madhu DASGUPTA,
Deputy Chair / MCNT President
(to December 2015)
Serge VOLOSCHENKO,
Deputy Chair / ECCQ Chair
Iren HUNYADI,
Deputy Chair / ECCWA President
(to December 2015)
Ramdas SANKARAN,
Deputy Chair / ECCWA President
(from December 2015)
Miriam L.T COCKING,
Deputy Chair / MCCSA President
(from February 2016)

Associate Members
National Ethnic Disability Alliance

Helena KYRIAZOPOULOS,
Deputy Chair / MCCSA President
(to January 2016)
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Alphonse MULUMBA,
Deputy Chair / MCoT Chairperson /
New and Emerging Communities Chair
(from November 2015)
Parsuram SHARMA-LUITAL JP,
New and Emerging Communities’ Chair
(to November 2015), then Hon Secretary
(from November 2015)

FECCA Life Members
Honour List
Mr Nick Agocs
Mr Randolph Alwis AM
Ms Eva Byrne OAM

Victor MARILLANCA JP,
Disabilities’ Chair
(from December 2015)

Mr Victor Rebikoff OAM

Zeliha ISCEL,
Disabilities’ Chair
(to November 2015)

Mr Charles See Kee OAM

Hina DURRANI,
Women’s Chair
(from November 2015)
Pallavi SINHA,
Women’s Chair
(to November 2015)
Suzanne GRAHAM,
Regional Chair
(from November 2015)
Ricardo VIANA,
Regional Chair
to November 2015)

Mr Anthony Restuccia
A/Prof Abd-Elmasih Malak AM
Ms Beryl Mulder OAM
Ms Voula Messimeri AM
Mr Russell Raymond OAM
Mr George Wojak MBE(C)
Mr Wadim (Bill) Jegorow MBE(C) AM
Mrs Nina Skoroszewska
Mr Carl Harbaum MBE(C)
Mr John Gebhardt OAM
Mr Walter Lippman MBE(C) AM
Mr Nicholas Xynias BEM(C) OAM AO

Mohammad Al-KHAFAJI,
Youth Chair
Mary PATETSOS,
Healthy Ageing Chair
(from November 2015)

FECCA meets with the Australian Multicultural Council
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STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS 2015–17
Policy and Advocacy


Exemplify leadership and purpose in promoting cultural diversity
and social cohesion.



Promote the meaningful recognition and reflection of the needs,
contributions and aspirations of culturally and linguistically diverse
communities in all areas of Australia’s policy and practice.

Awareness Raising


Facilitate an informed debate on cultural diversity and social cohesion by
raising awareness throughout the broader community on the
experiences of culturally and linguistically diverse communities.

Capacity Building: Supporting the Multicultural Sector


Engage with sector organisations and structures to address identified
needs and to enhance their capacity to advocate for their interests
and support their communities.

Leadership and Representation


Provide a unified national voice by maintaining and enhancing
productive relationships with members and the broader diversity sector.

Outreach and Partnerships


Complement State/Territory/Regional membership by building
significant extended networks and collaborations to enhance
FECCA’s representation.



Strengthen partnerships with the broader community
and private sectors.

Governance and Sustainability: Building our Internal Strength


Secure FECCA’s position as a sustainable, professional, accountable and
transparent organisation.

Federation of Ethnic Communities’ Council of Australia | Annual Report 2015–16
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SHADOW MINISTER FOR MULTICULTURAL AUSTRALIA AND
CITIZENSHIP TONY BURKE
FECCA 2015-16 Annual Report

It gives me great pleasure to provide this message for the Federation of Ethnic
Communities’ Councils of Australia’s 2015-2016 Annual Report.
Multicultural Australia has been in the spotlight following the 2016 Federal Election.
At a time like this I could not be more grateful for the efforts of groups like yours,
who counter hateful speech with positive actions and engagement. The politics of
division has always been around, but it never ends up prevailing.
I wish to thank FECCA for their unwavering advocacy for Australia’s culturally and
linguistically diverse communities. I acknowledge in particular FECCA’s ongoing
opposition to proposed changes to the Racial Discrimination Act. Australia is the most
successful multicultural society in the world, and every Australian deserves the right to
live free from any form of vilification.
Approximately half of the Australian population is either born overseas or has at least
one parent who was born elsewhere. Australia’s diversity is something to be celebrated,
and I applaud FECCA’s continued efforts to support and empower the various
communities that make up this vibrant nation.
Modern Australian multiculturalism promotes cultural enrichment, social cohesion and
economic growth. Together, we are striving towards a stronger, more vibrant nation
for all. A modern Australia is a multicultural Australia.
To Joseph Caputo, the FECCA team, and all of your member organisations, I congratulate
you on your achievements over the last 12 months. I look forward to working together
more in the future, as we continue to find strength in diversity.
Tony Burke Shadow Minister for Multicultural Australia and Citizenship
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AUSTRALIAN GREENS LEADER SENATOR RICHARD DI NATALE
FECCA 2015–16 Annual Report

Over the six years I’ve been a member of the Australian Senate, I’ve had the great
privilege of attending a number of FECCA events as the Greens’ spokesperson for
multiculturalism. Last November I was lucky enough to speak at the National Biennial
Conference, where the topic of discussion was Multiculturalism in Action:
Building a better future for all Australians.
One of the most inspiring parts of attending events like this is hearing the stories that
make Australia great. The stories of multiculturalism and the great contribution it has
made to the nation.
The Greens and I are proud to support the wonderful work of FECCA, because it reflects
the best of the Australian identity: the many different cultures, ethnicities and religions
that all play a role in expressing who we are.
Despite the long and proud history that multiculturalism plays in Australian life,
the rise of divisive and racist politics threatens our social cohesion.
For me, taking a stand against this is incredibly important.
I, and my Greens colleagues, look forward to working with FECCA, its member
organisations and Australia’s communities, to combat the politics of division and fear.
Please know that in us, you have a strong ally for your communities and a vibrant
and inclusive multicultural Australia.
My congratulations to FECCA on their work throughout 2015–16, and my best wishes
for productive, inclusive and collaborative advocacy in the year to come.

Senator Richard Di Natale Leader of the Australian Greens
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CHAIRPERSON’S MESSAGE
In 2015–16,
FECCA played
an active role
advocating
for Australia’s
multicultural
communities
across a range
of social policy
developments,
including language
services policy,
employment and
workplace rights,
education, health and wellbeing, ageing and
aged care, family safety, non-discrimination,
Australia’s migration and humanitarian
programmes, and human rights.

Ethnic communities across Australia continue
to face a number of challenges, and we remain
concerned over the progressively hostile
and often misinformed attitudes towards
a number of our diverse groups in society.
We urge everyone to engage in an informed,
reasonable and constructive debate on
multicultural issues to maintain social cohesion.

It was important that culturally and linguistically
diverse communities were a central part of
national debate during the 2016 federal election.
FECCA promoted this important debate by
releasing our policy platform, and sought
information from the major political parties
about their multicultural policy commitments.

I would like to thank the FECCA Executive for their
unrelenting commitment to organisation, and the
Secretariat for their work. I also thank all our
partners and stakeholders for their contribution
and continued support of FECCA’s work.

Studies show that a high proportion of
Australians support multiculturalism,
and an increasing number of Australians
support government assistance to help
culturally and linguistically diverse communities
maintain their culture and traditions.

FECCA has worked closely with our members
and extended networks nationally throughout
the year to ensure that issues affecting our
constituency are identified and heard by
government and the broader community.
We are committed to working productively
with civil society, government and business to
harness the great opportunities and strengths
that multiculturalism presents for Australia.

Joseph A. Caputo OAM JP Chairperson

FECCA has been a key voice emphasising
the importance of social inclusion in building
a cohesive, accepting and unified Australia.
We believe that it is important to promote
respect and understanding, to nurture
multiculturalism and foster healthy, strong,
engaging and prosperous communities.
Reinvigorated debate about changes to
racial discrimination legislation has been a
significant challenge for our sector this year.
Strong protections against racial vilification
need to be preserved, especially now as
we are seeing negative rhetoric being used
towards certain communities.
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DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
2015–16 was
another exciting year
for FECCA; another
year of great effort
by the Executive
and the staff to
seize opportunities
promoting the views
and aspirations of
Australians from
migrant and refugee
backgrounds.
We continued our
journey towards the strategic objective set by
the FECCA Executive and systematically worked
to strengthen our proactive leadership on
raising issues of concern to our constituency.
We can be proud of our contribution —
informed by extensive consultation and
research — to a number of key inquiries and
policy reviews, across a range of policy areas.
Our multicultural access and equity work
focused on digital transformation, an issue
of great relevance to multicultural communities.
Our project to develop an evidence base on
language services needs of Australia’s recent
humanitarian entrants and the extent to which
such needs are met through quality service
provision culminated in a major report proposing
a way forward to address the unique gaps
in supply and demand for new and emerging
community languages.
We fostered and nurtured innovative and
strategic collaborations. Among them,
our partnership with the National Ageing
Research Institute to advance person-centred
and translational research for older people from
culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.
We had a fantastic FECCA 2015 National
Biennial Conference in November last year,
providing a platform for the exchange of
knowledge and ideas. In partnership with the
Settlement Services International, we initiated
and progressed the 2016 National Multicultural

Women’s Conference, and we are looking
forward to seeing our colleagues and friends
there in November 2016 to debate the issues,
inform the national agenda, and recognise and
celebrate the outstanding contribution migrant
and refugee women make to our society.
Please read on to learn more about these
and many other projects, and policy and
advocacy initiatives we focused on last year.
On behalf of the FECCA staff, I would like to
thank the members of the FECCA Executive for
their strategic guidance. We are also indebted
to our members for their ongoing willingness
to share insights and experience on the ground.
To the talented and hardworking FECCA
team 2015–16:
 Lavanya Kala, Communications Advisor
 Erin Gillen, Senior Policy and Project Officer
 Dini Liyanarachchi, Policy and Project Officer
 Beverley Roberts, Executive Assistant/
Office Manager
 Ross Hocking, Finance & Administration
 Liz Pugh, Senior Policy Officer —
Health and Ageing (to May 2016)
 Nikolaus Rittinghausen, Policy Officer —
Ageing and Aged Care (to January 2016)
 Ayaka Kawashiri, Intern (November 2015)
Thank you for the trust and support you
afforded me in my role, and for your
commitment to influencing positive change
across many policy areas. We couldn’t have
achieved such an eventful and impactful year
without your skill, style and spirit.
As FECCA is moving into the new financial year,
it is with mixed feelings that I am leaving the
organisation. I’m grateful for the opportunity
to have contributed to growing FECCA’s capacity
to support Australia’s multicultural communities,
and wish the organisation all the best for
the future.

Gulnara Abbasova Director
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POLICY AND ADVOCACY
FECCA consulted with diverse communities and their organisations to provide independent
feedback and input on behalf of diverse communities into government policy development and
service delivery. This year we continued to develop evidence and research-based submissions to
both Government inquiries and non-Government reviews of policy and practice on issues relevant
to culturally and linguistically diverse Australians.

HIGHLIGHTS
This financial year, FECCA published our 2015–16
Multicultural Access and Equity Report, Digital
Access and Equity for Multicultural Communities,
which seeks to assist government departments
and agencies to meet their commitments
and responsibilities under the Multicultural
Access and Equity Policy as they transition to
online service delivery. The report drew on
consultations with culturally and linguistically
diverse (CALD) community groups and service
providers, including:
 older people from culturally and linguistically
diverse communities and service providers
who work with these groups in the
Gold Coast, Queensland;
 young people and various service providers
in Adelaide, South Australia; and
 refugees and settlement organisations
in Darwin, Northern Territory.

An online survey was also conducted to
supplement these face-to-face consultations.
FECCA made a submission to the inquiry
on the Australian Citizenship Amendment
(Allegiance to Australia) Bill 2015 undertaken
by the Parliamentary Joint Committee on
Intelligence and Security. We appeared before
the Committee to raise concerns about the Bill
creating two categories of citizens, affecting
social cohesion in Australian society, and
disproportionately affecting migrants and
their children.
FECCA also raised concerns about various
procedural elements of the Bill which we did
not believe provided adherence to fundamental
individual rights. We were encouraged that
the Committee recommended a number of
amendments, recognising the procedural
elements and the effect of the Bill on children,
both issues that FECCA raised concerns about.

FECCA and the Multicultural Communities Council of SA (MCCSA) held an access and equity consultation
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We developed a paper, Migration: An Opportunity
for Rural and Regional Australia, to outline the
opportunities and challenges of encouraging
migrants to move to rural and regional Australia.
The paper identified potential actions in this
policy area.
FECCA worked with the Salvation Army’s
Freedom Partnership- to End Modern Slavery
to respond to the Productivity Commission’s
draft report on Australia’s Workplace
Relations Framework. In our submission and
appearance before the Commission, we raised
concerns about the vulnerability of temporary
migrant workers to exploitation and proposed
a number of recommendations to improve
the safety and wellbeing of these workers.
We made submissions to the Department of
Immigration on the 2016–17 Migration and
Humanitarian Programmes. These submissions
highlighted the importance of migration to
Australia, the contributions of migrants and
FECCA’s continued commitment to a larger
intake of refugees and asylum seekers.
Early childhood education and childcare
have been key policy areas in the past year.
FECCA has highlighted the importance of
early childhood education for children from
CALD backgrounds through submissions to
government and letters to key stakeholders.
FECCA has continued to oppose the
introduction of an activity test which would
disproportionately affect CALD families.
We contributed to the development of
the Third Action Plan (2016–2019) under the
National Plan to Reduce Violence Against Women
and their Children. Following the release of
reports by the Victorian Royal Commission
into Family Violence, and the COAG Advisory
Panel on Family Violence, FECCA identified key
recommendations that the Federal Government
could implement to improve the lives of migrant
women who have experienced domestic
and family violence.
FECCA undertook research on new and emerging
languages in Australia including the language
services needs of community members, how
adequately these needs are addressed through
the provision of qualified services, and how
individuals who speak new and emerging
languages can obtain interpreting qualifications.
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In the lead-up to the 2016 federal election,
FECCA released Governing for All Australians:
A Policy Platform to Respond to Australia’s Cultural
and Linguistic Diversity. We also wrote to the
Coalition, the Australian Labor Party and the
Australian Greens seeking their commitment
to specific policy actions on a number of
key issues. The responses of each party
were reproduced in full for FECCA’s members,
constituency and other key stakeholders.
We have contributed to a number of policy and
advocacy frameworks in relation to disability,
especially in the context of the National Disability
Insurance Scheme. In addition to making
numerous submissions to the National Disability
Insurance Agency, Department of Employment
and Department of Social Services, FECCA
represented the interests of people with disability
from CALD backgrounds in various advocacy
and advisory bodies.
In collaboration with National Ethnic Disability
Association and Multicultural Disability Advocacy
Association, FECCA organised a community
consultation with people with disability from
CALD backgrounds in Sydney on the
10 of September 2015. The consultation
focused on employment related issues and
discrimination. Members of the Australian
Human Rights Commission ‘Willing to Work’
inquiry team attended the consultation
providing the participants with an opportunity
to ask questions about their employment rights,
complaint mechanisms and the like.

Australian Human Rights Commission’s Willing to Work
inquiry in Sydney
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FECCA has made a number of submissions and
written to key stakeholders to oppose proposed
changes to the portability of benefits in relation
to the Age Pension and a small number of other
payments. These changes would treat migrants
differently to age pensioners born in Australia,
raising substantial equity issues.
FECCA held three community consultations
with the participation of older people from
CALD backgrounds, sector organisations and
aged care service providers in the Gold Coast
in collaboration with Multicultural Communities’
Councils of Gold Coast (MCCGC) in December
2015, the Multicultural Communities’ Council
of Illawarra (MCCI) in February 2016 and in
Darwin in collaboration with Council on the
Ageing, Northern Territory (COTA NT) and
the Multicultural Council of the Northern
Territory (MCNT).
All three consultations focused on awareness
of the My Aged Care portal, the concept of
consumer directed care, availability of information
regarding the culturally appropriate services,
aged care service assessments and a number
of other areas. The feedback was used for
FECCA’s advocacy and policy work.
In November 2015, FECCA released its
2020 Vision for Older CALD Australians with a vision
to ensure people from CALD backgrounds are
ageing with dignity and exercising control and
choice. FECCA’s vision for older CALD Australians
is that they live well, are able to contribute to,
engage with, and enjoy their communities, and
have access to support if and when they need it.
This is part of our work to promote better
outcomes and improve access to services for
older CALD Australians as they age and enter the
aged care system in Australia. This includes both
services in the home or residential aged care.

FECCA and MCNT ageing and aged care consultation
held in Darwin

OTHER KEY INPUTS
 National Disability
Advocacy Framework
 Adult Migrant English
Program evaluation
 Regulation Impact Statement:
Child Care Assistance Package
 Increasing Choice in Home Care
— Stage 1 Discussion Paper
 Let’s talk about quality
discussion paper
 Draft Inclusion Support
Programme Guidelines
2016–17 to 2018–19
 ATO Digital by Default

 Joint FECCA and NEDA
submission: MHiMA
Projectconsultation
 NDIS Information, Linkages and
Capacity Building Framework
 Increasing Choice in Home Care
— Stage 1
 Review of National Disability
Advocacy Program
 Communications accessibility:
2016 and beyond
 Signed the RECOGNISE CALD
Accord, declaring our support
for the constitutional recognition
of Australia’s first peoples

Signing of RECOGNISE Accord
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OTHER KEY SUBMISSIONS
 Supplementary submission to inquiry into inhibitors to employment for small business
and disincentives to working for individuals
 National Disability Employment Framework
 Australian Citizenship Amendment (Allegiance to Australia) Bill 2015
 Review of Commonwealth Aged Care Advocacy Services
 Submission to the Productivity Commission Inquiry into the Workplace Relations
Framework Phase II
 Families with Complex Needs and the Intersection of the Family Law and Child
Protection Systems
 Migration Amendment (Charging for a Migration Outcome) Bill 2015
 Australia’s Migration Programme 2016–17
 Joint FECCA and NEDA Submission to the Australian Human Rights Commission’s
‘Willing to Work’ Inquiry
 The Productivity Commission’s Draft Report on Australia’s Migrant Intake
 Social Services Legislation Amendment (Budget Repair) Bill 2015
 Families Assistance (Jobs for Families Child Care Package) Bill 2015
 Inquiry into Human Trafficking
 Inquiry into the future of Australia’s aged care workforce
 Australia’s Humanitarian Programme 2016–17
 Inquiry into the Fair Work Amendment (Protecting Australian Workers) Bill 2016
 Migration Amendment (Family Violence and Other Measures) Bill 2016
 National Education Evidence Base

OTHER KEY REPORTS AND PAPERS
 FECCA-NARI Outcome Document
 Migration: An Opportunity for Rural and Regional Australia
 Improving access to funding for New and Emerging communities
 Issues brief: Language services
 Employment services and outcomes for CALD people with disability
 Governing for All Australians: A Policy Platform to Respond to Australia’s
Cultural and Linguistic Diversity
 Digital Access and Equity for Multicultural Communities
 Consultations in ageing and aged care 2015–16
 FECCA’s 2020 Vision for Older CALD Australians
 Starting and Running Your Community Organisation: A Guide

14
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AWARENESS RAISING
This year we continued to expand our mailing
lists, social media presence, and media
engagement to improve our reach. FECCA has
maintained a strong presence on our social
media platforms, continuing to grow the
number of followers on Facebook and Twitter.
We regularly review emerging research on the
relevant issues and share the updates with our
membership and the broader audience through
the FECCA mailing list.
The latest sector developments were
disseminated via FECCA E-News to our
members and stakeholders. E-News is our
monthly electronic newsletter, and was
produced to keep members, constituents,
stakeholders and interested parties up-to-date
with FECCA’s activities and sector issues.

FECCA Chairperson Joe Caputo gave an address at the
Welcoming Cities Symposium

Three editions of Australian Mosaic magazine,
FECCA’s flagship publication, were released
this year:
 Pathways to Better Mental Health: Overcoming
barriers, exploring reform, creating constructive
solutions, produced in partnership with Mental
Health in Multicultural Australia project
 FECCA 2015 National Biennial Conference —
Multiculturalism in Action: Building a better
future of all Australians, in review of our
successful conference

FECCA and the Salvation Army’s Freedom Partnership- to end
Modern Slavery attended the Productivity Commissions public
hearing on workplace relations

 Improving the Healthy Ageing Experience of
Older CALD Australians: Integrating research,
policy and practice, produced in partnership
with the National Ageing Research Institute,
following our successful national roundtable.
FECCA coordinated an open letter to the
Prime Minister, urging the Government to
ensure that all women who experience family
violence are able to access crisis payments,
regardless of their visa status. Access to crisis
payments will ensure that women on temporary
visas are financially supported while they seek
assistance following a violent relationship, this
can include accessing legal and justice support
and meeting the basic needs of their children.

FECCA Chairperson Joe Caputo and MCoT Chair Alphonse
Mulumba met with Tasmanian Premier Will Hodgman
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The letter was endorsed by 134 other
organisations including domestic violence
service providers, community legal
centres, charities, women’s health groups,
and multicultural and settlement organisations.
FECCA presented at the ‘Disability, Human
Rights and Social Equity Conference’ organised
by Melbourne Social Equity Institute,
University of Melbourne on ‘Access and
Equity in the Context of the National Disability
Insurance Scheme’. The presentation highlighted
issues faced by people from CALD backgrounds
in accessing the NDIS and suggested
pragmatic solutions.
On 31 March, the FECCA Secretariat presented
at the inaugural Interagency Support Group,
established by the Department of Social Services.
FECCA has previously recommended the
establishment of an inter-agency support
group for Multicultural Access and Equity to
facilitate a whole-of-government approach
to implementation and evaluation of policy.
FECCA continued to engage with
key Commonwealth departments,
including the Department of Social Services,
the Attorney-General’s Department,
Department of Immigration and Border
Protection, the Australian Tax Office,
and the Department of Health.

OTHER PRESENTATIONS
 Presentation of the ‘Building Social
Cohesion in our Communities’
resource at the Local Government
Forum in Hobart, Tasmania
 Appeared before a public inquiry
of the Productivity Commission’s
Workplace Relations inquiry
 Monash University Symposium
on Interpreter Training and
Humanitarian Interpreting
 Presentation to the
Commonwealth Ombudsman
 Presented to the Australian
Government Multicultural
Access and Equity Interagency
Support Group
 Presentation at the COTA Australia
National Policy Forum 2015 on
Gender and Ageing
 Address at the Welcoming
Cities Symposium

FECCA was represented on the judging
panel for the inaugural Racism. It Stops
With Me award of the Australian Human
Rights Commission.
We attended the Workplace Relations
Roundtable held by Senator the Hon
Michaelia Cash to discuss issues affecting
migrant workers in Australia.

FECCA Director Gulnara Abbasova explains the ‘Building social
cohesion in our communities’ resource to the Local Government
Forum in Tasmania
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FECCA Senior Deputy Chairperson Tina Karanastasis addresses
the COTA Australia National Policy Forum 2015 at the
National Press Club in Canberra
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CAPACITY BUILDING: SUPPORTING THE
MULTICULTURAL SECTOR
FECCA published a paper, Improving Access
to Funding for New and Emerging Communities,
that draws on findings from a series of activities
undertaken as part of FECCA’s efforts to identify
the needs of new migrants and refugees through
community feedback and research, develop
and propose evidence-based policy responses,
and strengthen the capacity of new and
emerging communities to self-advocate.
Using the feedback received in this process,
FECCA produced Starting and Running Your
Community Organisation: A Guide. The guide aims
to improve participation by new and emerging
community members in Australian society
and strengthen their ability to better support
their communities.
The FECCA 2015 National Biennial Conference
— Multiculturalism in Action: Building a better
future for all Australians, took place from the
5–6 November 2015. The conference was
organised jointly by FECCA and the Ethnic
Communities’ Council of NSW (ECC NSW).
The conference was a huge success with fantastic
speakers, abstract presenters, facilitators and
over 500 delegates, brought together to discuss
and debate key issues relating to Australia’s
multiculturalism. These were explored through
a series of plenary addresses, panel discussions
and presentations. SBS was the official
media partner of the FECCA Conference and
provided an SBS Radio “Pop Up Media Booth”,
broadcasting live, and recording interviews

for SBS Radio programs. This was a great
opportunity for speakers and delegates to share
theirs insights and opinions from the event that
truly recognised and celebrated multiculturalism
in action.
FECCA and Settlement Services International
have partnered to hold the National Multicultural
Women’s Conference 2016, Influencing Change:
Vision and Impact, which seeks to provide holistic
perspectives towards shaping a shared vision
and driving change for multicultural women.
The aim of this conference is to inform the
national agenda, as well as recognise and
celebrate the outstanding contribution that
women from diverse cultures, age groups,
and religious backgrounds make to our
communities. The conference will provide a
high-profile and inclusive platform to highlight
innovative strategies and models for supporting
and empowering migrant and refugee women,
by informing national policy and practice,
and will be held in November 2016.

FECCA 2015 National Biennial Conference

Welcome to Country at the Conference

FECCA 2015 National Biennial Conference Dinner
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LEADERSHIP AND REPRESENTATION
FECCA provided a voice and mobilised
support for our diverse constituency
Australia wide through our membership
and extended networks.
In developing submissions and providing advice
on relevant issues, FECCA seeks advice from its
members and the Policy Advisory Committees.
Throughout the year, FECCA was an active
participant of an NGO coalition for Australia’s
review under the United Nations Human
Rights Council’s Universal Periodic Review,
and coordinated the work on issues of culturally
and linguistically diverse individuals and
communities, including preparation of the NGO
report and related materials, engagement with
relevant government agencies, and liaison with
foreign delegations.

 Subject Matter Expert Working Group
for the Department of Social Services’
Integrated Plan for Carer Support Services
 Department of Social Services Community
Services Advisory Group
 Our Watch Awards Technical Advisory Group
 National Aged Care Alliance
FECCA ensured critical representation of needs
and aspirations of culturally and linguistically
diverse consumers as an active participant
of the National Aged Care Alliance and its
working groups.

FECCA actively participated on a number of
external committees and advisory groups in
2015–16 period:
 National Multicultural Advisory Group
of the Department of Human Services
 SBS Community Advisory Committee
 Coalition of Organisations Committed to the
Safety and Wellbeing of Australia’s Children
 National Anti-Racism Partnership
 Australian Taxation Office Individuals
Stewardship Group

Members of the HARN meet in Canberra to discuss issues
around ageing and aged care policy

 Recognise Reference Group
 Independent Hospital Pricing Authority
 Critical Reference Group for Flinders
University Regional Primary Health Care
Organisations research project
 National Advisory Group for Flinders
University CareSearch: Palliative Care
Knowledge Network
 Australian Government’s CALD Aged
Care Strategy Working Group

National Aged Care Alliance (NACA) meeting in Canberra

 Australian Women Against Violence
Alliance Conference Advisory Group
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FECCA is also a member of several advisory
groups of the Department of Health,
including the CALD Ageing and Aged Care
Strategy working group.
FECCA continued to actively participate in the
work of the National Anti-Racism Partnership
of the Australian Human Rights Commission.
Further, FECCA was represented on the reference
groups for projects to develop, as part of the
National Anti-Racism Strategy, a social cohesion
resource for local councils, and resources for
early childhood education and care.

FECCA is a member of two of the National
Women’s Alliances — Equality Rights
Alliance and economic Security 4 Women.
The organisation also engages closely with
the Australian Women against Violence
Alliance (AWAVA).

FECCA Director Gulnara Abbasova attended the CALD Roundtable to develop the Third Action Plan on Violence Against Women
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OUTREACH AND PARTNERSHIPS
FECCA is the only national representative peak
organisation for culturally and linguistically
diverse communities in Australia. It has
the reach, membership, skills and experience
to develop and deliver effective projects that
achieve positive outcomes for the constituency,
including migrant and refugee women.
FECCA’s membership comprises various
multicultural and ethnic communities’ structures.
The work at the national level is underpinned
by its leadership role, which extends beyond
FECCA’s membership comprising various
multicultural and ethnic communities’ structures
across the country, to include a wide network of
sector collaborators, academics and advocates.
Maintaining ongoing focus on culturally
and linguistically diverse women’s issues,
FECCA is an active member of two of the
National Women’s Alliances funded by the
Office for Women — Equality Rights Alliance
and Economic Security for Women (eS4W),
and works closely with Australian Women Against
Violence Alliance. FECCA brings the voices and
perspectives of migrant and refugee women
to the work of these national alliances, raising
issues such as sexual and reproductive health,
housing, employment and the gender pay gap.
Further, FECCA collaborates with Our Watch
and White Ribbon to drive cultural change
within migrant and refugee communities to
prevent violence against women.
FECCA continued to work collaboratively with
the National Ethnic Disability Association (NEDA).
NEDA and FECCA made a number of submissions
in collaboration with NEDA including the
submission for the Australian Human Rights
Commission (AHRC) willing to work inquiry.
A number of recommendations in the joint
submission were adopted by the AHRC in the
final report.

FECCA Director Gulnara Abbasova meets with The Salvation
Army’s National Secretary, Lieutenant Colonel Samuel Pho

FECCA secretariat meets with Ethnic Community
Services Co-operative

We have worked with the Salvation Army’s
Freedom Partnership to- End Modern Slavery,
to raise awareness and develop policy solutions
to address the exploitation of migrant workers
in Australia.
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FECCA has also worked closely with the National
Association for Multicultural and Ethnic Children’s
Services, particularly in relation to changes to
bicultural support for children and proposed
changes to early childhood education and care.
In March 2016, FECCA and the National Ageing
Research Institute (NARI) held a national
Roundtable in Canberra to examine the gaps in
research in ageing and aged care for older CALD
Australians, and to develop a research strategy
to address the gaps. This was an innovative
collaboration between industry and research,
providing a unique opportunity to make a
real difference for older CALD Australians
and their families.
Participants in the Roundtable included
leading academics in population and ageing
issues, national consumer peaks, as well as key
stakeholders in the multicultural sector with a
keen interest in the health and ageing of older
CALD Australians. Following this process,
a work plan was developed with the aim of
ensuring that people from CALD backgrounds
are included in ageing and aged care related
research and that a formal framework is in place
to ensure that these interactions recognise the
particular needs and characteristics of older
people from CALD backgrounds.

FECCA Chairperson Joe Caputo, Assistant Minister for
Multicultural Affairs Craig Laundy and NARI Director Briony Dow
at the FECCA-NARI National Roundtable at Parliament House

FECCA’s Healthy Ageing Reference Network
(HARN) continued to support and contributed
to the developments in the ageing and aged
care and health sectors. The HARN members
represent Partners in Culturally Appropriate
Care (PICAC) providers in every state and
territory, service providers and community
based organisations working with older
people from CALD backgrounds.
This outlines just a few of our collaborative
efforts to better support all Australians from
migrant and refugee backgrounds.

FECCA-NARI Roundtable held at Parliament House
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GOVERNANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY:
BUILDING OUR INTERNAL STRENGTH
The governance in place at FECCA is one that is
open and transparent. The role of the Executive,
ably supported by the FECCA Secretariat,
strategically focuses on policy, government
and stakeholder relations, and advocacy,
with the inclusion of ideas and issues that
affect our communities.
Bringing their extensive community advocacy
experience, knowledge and representation,
FECCA Executive members are responsible
for implementing the strategic direction
of the organisation. FECCA’s Secretariat
implements policy, projects and advocacy
campaigns to support the strategic directions
set by the Executive. The FECCA Executive,
in cooperation with the Secretariat, have
developed the Strategic Plan 2015–17,
which sets out the direction and vision
for the organisation.

Secretariat at the FECCA-NARI national roundtable at
Parliament House

TREASURER’S MESSAGE
While continuing to
pursue the goal of
supporting positive
outcomes for
migrant and refugee
communities, FECCA
experienced a year of
financial challenges in
the 2015-16 period.
Total income fell by
$164,953.00 from
2014-15, primarily as a result of a funding cut
from the Commonwealth Department of Social
Services. A review of expenditure resulted in
the reduction of Secretariat staff numbers and
an on-going monitoring of costs while striving
to maximise outputs for the communities and
stakeholders we serve.
The audited Financial Statements represent
a true and fair view of the financial activities
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for the year ended 30 June 2016 resulting a
deficit of $1074.00 (compared with a surplus of
$17,190 in 2014-15).
FECCA continues to face financial challenges
with changes in Government funding
requirements and increasing costs. This
financial climate will require a continuation
of strong financial management to balance
effective response to community needs and
cost control.
FECCA would like to acknowledge with thanks
the commitment and financial support for our
work provided by the Australian Government
through the Department of Social Services and
the Department of Health.

Siddique Panwala Hon Treasurer
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A copy of the full audited financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2016
can be accessed through the FECCA website.

FECCA NATIONAL OFFICE
Unit 1, No. 4 Phipps Close,
Deakin ACT 2600
PO Box 344, Curtin ACT 2605
T +61 02 6282 5755
F +61 02 6282 5734
E admin@fecca.org.au

www.fecca.org.au

